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THE AURORA. 
'"'"SOJ:ENOE ~ITE: FR.A.OTJ:CE.." 
' 
Vol. XI.) Iowa State Agl'icuitural College, N ovembeP, t 883. [No,,0. 
COMMENCEMENT. 
omitted on account of the ill health of Mr~. 
\re)cll. 
Tuesday eveuiu~ we had the P.leasu:re of 
Tirn twelfth annual couimeiicemeut of listening to an excellent lecture delivered 
by Dr. Thomas. of Chicago. It was plain ttue I. A. C. was one of which the friends of · 
tl C 11 • ti f 1 d f ·t all(]. simple and oue from which all could ie ll f';.{e may JIIS Y ee . pron ; lll' 1 learu a valuable lesson of life and society. 
;;Ji_owed to itll by the work it_ had ~ccom-. Wednesday at 10 o"clock class '83, the 
!>11:.hNl th_at tl~f' movemPnt of the ( ollege '. Faculty and Board of Trustees mounted the 
Ill edueatrou 1". ouwanl au!l UJ_>wi_tnl. aud the rostrum. ThP memhers of the class thi~ 
1wt as WP :mnwt1111es hear, that 1t 1s retw-
g-radiug. and ela:s:-- ·,m wp'.J <lesen·es tl1e rank 
it lias heeu g-i\ eu a~ thP largest elass and 
0111:' of th!:' Htroug1:1st a11tl IH'st the 1·01lege 
lta'- p,·er graduate<!. 
time to read their theses and receive. there 
diplomas. 
.\.!though the exercises were long they 
were listened to atteutively. for the theses 
were uot flights of orating. uor flowing 
The Literary :311cietie:-; nwt iu .ioiut nwaniugless :;eutences. but the result of long 
>il'8f'iu11 ::-;;1t11nlay ensuing .Xovember 111 . for and eareful thiukiug 011 topics that are of 
tlit:~ 1mrpose of granting tliplomas to the interest antl value to the people. 
gTatl11ati11g class of "8:;: the ewrei:-e::1 wen• .\.fter the rt>atling 'iff"'tfiti theses the Presi-
llighly Pntntai11i11g. which proves that dent prn1e11ted the diplomas, autl the mem-
tl1e four~ ean; oLml'iety wnrk had rlevelop- : uers of cla~s ','{;, were numbered ·with the 
Pd satisfactorily thP lit nary ability of its al urn mi of the I. ~L ('. 
mewher.~. aiul all fl-'lt that the diplomas .\fter partaldng of sueh a feast of reason 
WPre ,wll won. whi<-11 la:;,ti;d till near the middle of the af-
Snrnlay aft'-'r11oou the ehapel was tilled t<o I ternoon WI:' were aburJdantly ready to enjoy 
overtlowiug lJy "twlPnts and friends to list- I the feast prepared for us down below, to 
Pn tt•the lla<'cahmreate Sermon deliwred which we all tlid jnsticP and came away as 
hy our esteeuw1l Prof. Wrnn. It was an Pl-.! truly satisfied as we hall heen a short time 
egant a111l sunncl dit-11·011rsH on" Worth and: lwfore with the these:.. 
Work ... ai'ul iu prabt> of it we coulcl say 110; Thursday morning the college was closed 
morl' than to 11ay it was one of the profess- : for its long wfater vacation and the I. A. C. 
(Jr·s best. sent forth her throug of childl"en. some to 
Tbe annual h,vee giveu at the l'reiticleut·s return again in the spring and some includ-
home by the President and his wife in hon- ing clas8 "8H, to do their uiight in the great 
or of the grad Hating <"lass wat11 ne<;tli!Sarily worlc.l of work. 
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HISTORY OF CLASS '83. 
::If. )IC D. 
At the begining of the College year in 
Marcli, 1880, thare assembled··: within: these 
wall$ of learning,afreshman class number-
in1'-0ne hundred and three. It was a large 
class, we were told, the largest and in fact the 
strongest physically and mentally, of any 
that had ehtered the I. A. C. for many years. 
Facts of which we were very proud at that 
time; but we afterward discovered that this 
characteristic is not peculiar to any class, 
but is one of which all classes can ooast 
We were resolved however to carry our re-
putation through the entire course and we 
have in part if not entirely succeeded; for 
of twenty eight graduating members of the 
class of '83, nmeteen can boast a place in 
the original freshman class roll of '83. The 
first few weeks of the year were spent by 
us, as they are by every freshman class with-
out an exception, in fear and trembling lest 
the week's examinations might place us 
among that pitiable class, the "subs". But 
examinatibns were past at length and one 
by one we repaired to the President's office 
to sign our names and receive our cards of 
admission. On the ~hole it might be well 
to add that of all classes that had then or 
have since entered this institution we might 
have been set down as the worst frightened 
set that ever darkened the doors of the Presi-
dent's office. 
As the first few weeks of the vear passed 
away and we became thoroughly initiated 
into the mysteries of Book Keeking, Alge-
bra, Composition and languages and found 
ourselves competent to merge from our seve-
ral places of repose without getting lost, we 
began to feel that college life away from 
home was not so disconsolate a thing as we 
had anticipated after all. Especially as the 
Juniors and Seniors once in a while saw fit 
to smile upon us from their lofty pinnacles 
which made us feel at least two inches taller 
than ever before, and for some of us that 
was quite tall. We were not aware at that 
time however, that those smiles were only 
scattered for the benefit of their several so-
cieties and not because of any superior 
qualifications they saw in us. There are 
many things that freshmen must learn. 
But as I said we were becommg quite well 
satisfied with ourselves and our surround-
ings in general wlien the. sophomores, the 
disagreeable shadows of Freshmanism 
frightened us out 9f our self possession b; 
d~sclosiug to our view in gaudy style, our 
pictures on the stairway and informing us 
according to their usual method of proce-
dure that we were henceforth to be known 
under the name of Musquakee. 
The summer vacation soon arrived and we 
dispersed, many of us hastening to our homes 
while others remained on the grounds to 
enjoy a rather lonely but profitable course 
in reading, It was during these few weeks 
that one of om:number,George G. Newbold, 
was taken sick, the effect, it is thought, of 
over work while among us; and shortly af-
ter school opened in July word came to us 
of his death at his home in Mt. Pleasant, Ia. 
This is the only death that has occurred to 
our kno ;,vledge in the class of '83, and we 
earnestly hope it mav be the only one for 
years to come. Very little remams to be 
told of our freshman year; the Musquakees 
sailed through Geom., Hooker's Botany and 
the freshman's share of Zoology in the finest 
possible manner and then dispersed for the 
winter. 
March however called us again to the I 
A. C. where as Sophomores our· number; 
bad diminished to 57. We were rejoiced, 
however, to add to our ranks six new ind~id-
uals, Miss Colclo, and Miss Reeve, and the 
JI.fesses. W. D. Wells, Burnham, Caven and 
Scott. All freshman shyness had vanished 
during the wmter, and we were ready for the 
worst that might come. and likewise for 
the best. We ':ere Sophomores an,d all oth-
er classes sank mto nothingness in our opin-
ions as we admiringly contemplated "our 
class". 
Of all the years in the College course the 
Sophomore year is the one fullest of pleasure 
and freest from care. Generally acknowl-
edged to be the hardest year in the course 1t 
is nevertheless the pleasantest. All work is 
in a line entirely new to the student and 
from the time.the first Hepatica makes its 
appearance in the spring till the last bug has 
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been kidnapped and stretched the Sophomore 
zeal ·and interest finds no time to lag. 
The class of '83 had the honor of being 
the first to use the present Botanical 
Laboratory aad the conv1:niences it affords, 
and as usual under the spur of the enthusi-
astic Professor we were seen with all the 
Botanizing appliances imaginable making 
for the woods with great haste lest the 
last spring beauty should be captured before 
they, I mean thA boys, could secure one. 
Those were jolly days and many a Sophomore 
Botanizing expedition bas ended where 
the "camp fires shone bright" and the 
sweet perfume of the juice of the sugar cane 
enlivened the heart and sweetened the 
palate of many a weary Botanizer. But in 
the midst of all these Botanizing excursfans 
and Chemical fumes the Sophomores found 
time to think of expeditions to foreign re-
servations, and during the last week of 
May 1881 it became evident to the remain-
ing occupants of the college grounds that 
something was going to happen, judging 
from the amount of smiling and nodding and 
winking the Musquakees were carrying on; 
and on Saturday morning, May 28th, the 
mystery was solved. .As early as 8 o'clock 
the double carriages began to arrive from 
the surrounding villages and soon the Sopho-
mores blooming with bouquets and linen 
ulsters were seen to drive off in grand style. 
.As the year approached its close and the 
prospective commencement dance, now a 
relic of the past, began to be talked about all 
was excitement . .A party of the Musquakees 
took occasion to perform their usual drill in 
the upper room of the Laboratory, when a 
Professor happened near. Nothing more 
can be told than that the faculty entertain-
ed callers the next Monday afternoon and 
some who were invited especially to attend 
received the usual reward offered at such 
times. 
In the spring of '82, 33 individuals took 
upon themselves the dignity pertaining to 
Juniors, twelve of whom were ladies. The 
course in Engineering claimed four, the 
course inAgr'l. four. The course in Vetern-
ary one and the remainder enlisted in the 
general course. Our Sophomore ranks were 
thinned but we welcomed to our number 
two new members, Fred J. Smith another 
member of '82, who after recruiting a year 
came back to graduate with the class of '83, 
and C. II. Flynn, our special Veterinarian. 
To most of us the year brought with it ·a 
feeling of responsibility which the two pre-
vious years had not had. The old Sopho-
more egotism had fled and in its stead there 
was a determination to bear ourselves as 
Juniors. · 
Early m the summer we began, however, 
to coast about for something by means of 
which we might relieve the monotory of 
every day events and Perhaps might create a 
sensation. 
The result of our survey was that in a 
short time every member of the Junior class 
appeared bearing on his head a straw hat 
that was in every particular just like every 
other Junior's straw bat with the mark of 
'83, in bold relief. 
Very early in the term we began to think 
of the Junior Ex., for the success of which 
we were to be held responsible,and at an un-
usually early date we went and elected our-
speakers. 
For reasons that one I suppose best known 
to those who upheld the measure, the Jun-
iors this year chose to do their own decorat-
ing and much pains were taken by the mem-
bers of the class to make them a perfect suc-
cess. The exercises were, we are told, high-
ly creditable to the class. The following 
morning found few at the I. .A. C., for the 
midnight trains bad carried most of the stu-
dents far on their homeward way. 
On our return at the beginning of the next 
term we were pained to learn of the serious 
illness of our esteemed classmate, Mr . .Alex-
ander. The work of the previous term com-
bined with the extra Junior Exhibition work 
bad exhausted his strength and a. long and 
serious illness ensued, which compelled him 
to abandon his College course. 
In the beginning of our senior year we 
mumbered 28 members five having dropped 
out and one, Miss Frater, having joined us. 
We kept our mumber during the entire year, 
which has been full of pleasant events and 
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gr.>wing good feeling among the members of 
the class. 
We have many good things of which to 
boast in our senior year not probably due 
to our own worthiness, but rather the 
kindness and hospitality of different 
members of the faculty. ·The last of the 
spring term was brightened by the first of 
these favors. In response to invitations ex-
tended by our honor'd members Herman and 
Minnie, the seniors repaired to the Farm 
:House Friday ,eve'ng June 16, where we were 
hospitably received and entertained by Prof. 
and Mrs. Knapp. The beautiful moonlight 
evening was spent on the lawn or in the par-
lors at our pleasure.·.· 
The term was closed with the usual · dis-
play of J ll nior oratory. The seniors return-
ed from the brief summer·s ·rest with the 
weight of unwritten Theses on our minds 
l\i1cl a prospect of no vacation as in previou_s 
years in which to write them. But our sub-
Jects hacl been chosen at the beginning of 
tlie year arnl in spite of the feeling of respon-
sibility concerning them and the dreadful 
mysterie8 connected with the Science of 
Language, the boys were bent on some fun. 
Invitations were immediately there upon ex-
t·md~d to th~ girls to participate, and a 
).{t\tnd good time was expected. In the ex-
pn,ssive language of our President '"the boys 
pro.;eetled to exhaust the livery stables" of 
tlte neighboring villages. Now there were 
uot ;;o many of us and all were fortunately 
:·rn pp lied with means of transportation with-
nat the ,tid of the Colle!:l'e 'Bus. Saturday 
was tine and we started bright and early, 
stoppe1l in the city as we passed through and 
w<"rl" supplied with all good things calculat-
,,,1 to m:ike light hearts. Gaily we wended 
1111~ way northward and afterpassing the 
p!a,,t> srvernl time;; without recognizing it 
we planted ourselves on the old Sophomore's 
picni,· gn.und. The dav wa~ spent in riding, 
•iri\"iag, dancing, firing of gum1, and swing-
ii~ i,, hammocks and ont of hammocks un-
ti I lat!' in the afternoon, when all drove out 
1,1 the artt>_sian well, saw the sights and en-
"'t:>d a delightful skiffri4e an.ct a somewhat 
h•Rs delightful game of croquet, and return-
,.,1 with f Pw exceptions at the appoipted ~itrie, 
7¼ o'clock. This like the Sophomore's picnic 
day was one long to be remembered by us 
all. 
One Saturday morning toward the latter 
part of the term the word was ldven to the 
senior girls that Mrs. Thompson wished them 
to take tea w1thther that evening. A very 
delightful evening was spent from 6 o'clock 
till seven. The boys not to be outdone by 
anything which any one might do for the 
girls concocted a scheme for themselves, and 
for several nights the midnight tapers might 
have been seen glimmering from the tightly 
closed blinds of some apartment where, sur, 
rounding impi:omotu tables or bending re. 
verently. over. a11 ancient tin boiler the s1late-
ly senior boys made haste to dispose of a 
goodly number of the genus 0st1'ea. These 
feasts were in honor of one of our number, 
who though not with us today in person is 
with us we doubt not in spirit. 'l'he fields 
of Texas claimed one of our Agriculturalists, 
and six weeks before the close of the term 
he went to fill a responsiule positiofi in a 
school similar to our own. Among other of 
our treats we must not fail to mention the 
party given us by Professor and Mrs. Bessey, 
in their new home. 
The class of '83, is the largest class by two 
that ever graduJ.ted from th.i, institution, 
there being 28 members, It boast the un-
precedented number of 12 young ladies; and 
as it is now, with two of our number ab-
sent, we hav.e one odd boy, whom we might 
loan or rather have already loaned to a Jun-
ior at a low rate of interest. The average 
weight of the class is 138 lhs. 'l'he average 
hight 5 feet 7 inches, the heaviest members 
are Mr. Andrews and Mr. Flynn,eacb weigh-
ing 170 lbs. The lightest member is Miss 
Christman, Mr. Riggs is the tallest number 
of all the ta.II members of '83, he being6 feet 
H inches in his slippers. While Miss Fra-
ter claims the first place among the ladies 
both for height and weight. The oldest 
member is.Mr. Andrews. The youngest is 
Miss West. The biggest foot in the class is 
wielded by A. M. Miller of Polk Co., and 
the biggest nose adorns the Yis~e of e. M. 
Doxsee of Jones Uo. 
P-01,iti<;ally the cl!JSS is sl:Fengly Republican, 
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there being 4 dissenting voices, one of which 
is Independent and leans toward Republican-
ism, and 3 are Democratic. 
As to nativity all are Hawkeyes but ten. 
Of these one is a Hoosier, 3 from the Em-
pire State, 2 from Ill., one from Minn., one 
from Pa., and one signs himself a Green 
Mountain boy. We beleive we are not 
claiming too much for the class of '83, when 
we say that the average standing is remark-
ably high. 'l'he highest standing in the class 
is 3.9-1. The average of the first ten in the 
class is 3.84. That of the first 20 is 3. 78. 
Thus far we have brought you, members 
of the class of '83, further than this the his-
to1ian cannot venture. Henceforth you 
must write your own history in the leaves 
of a greater book than mine. 
CLASS POEM. 
C. Ill. D. 
I. 
'fis a pleasure, my classmates, before you to rise 
Upon this occasion of uncommon s;ze, 
And 1·ecount for the class ht a metrical way 
The times we've enjoyed sine~ our first col!Pge day. 
If. 
But why sboul<l we linger on the things of the past 
When the golden moment,; are fleeting so fast'! 
The future invites us and calls out for our aid. 
It is we who must use the knowledge we've made. 
III. 
To-day we are standing on the threshold of life ; 
Before us the future of battle and strife. 
It is a battle, my friend,;, in which vou will win, 
Yo11'rn armed for the conflict; so boldly march in. 
IV. 
But leave the past to itsdf; no change can be 
wrought, 
'l'he moments once golclen have now become naught; 
But the memory ef school clays, of classmates that 
part, 
Brings a smile to tile face and joy to each heart. 
v. 
Would I ask it of you to forget these olJ day~, 
These old college balls, whereby nightp1·octor preys? 
Will you ever remembe1· when best friends forsook 
.rhat he stood by you and your better part took? 
VI, 
There's the grape patch, the orchard, the race tbro' 
the corn, 
The sleep In tbe barn, the return In the mom ; 
The minlltrell, the croes-roade wbere angels llhould 
meet, · 
But instead came Seniors, the alarm, the retreat. 
VII. 
The p;cnic by Seniors, and the artesian well, 
When all came back promptly before the laBt bell ; 
While class-mates departing brought the t.en 
o'clock stew 
Of ovsters and cracke1-s-and "Dick'," taffy, too. 
• VIII. 
But college expe1ience to you is now o'er; 
Wind up your old air-lines; you'll need them no 
more. 
Return what you bon·owed and repay what yoLt 
stole; 
'Twill gladden each heart and make ceeerful the 
soul. 
IX. 
Four years we've been sowing, we·ve garnered the 
sheaf, 
A harvest of gladness, at other times grief. 
The soil was produt't:ve, 'twas the seed that was 
sown 
That ma<le it a failure, the product a stone. 
x. 
To our faithful instmctors we'll gi\·e many thanks, 
They"v.i been patient with us, as courts are with 
cranks. 
They said, pointing the road, "From this never 
depart," 
:Made our marks in the world, a11,l gave us a start. 
XI, 
And now college classmates, as you leave this old 
hall, 
Don't think your minds polished, that you have 
learne<I all; 
For be is sure to succee,l when his school hours 
clof\e, 
Who thinks not how much, but how little he knows. 
XII. 
These fine dres,e.~ and coats, the,e grand sµeeche~ 
to-day 
Will soon lose their lustre; willsoou clie away; 
Only the ladies can tell when the memory grows 
faint 
The cut of each dress and whicll girl wore the paint. 
XIII, 
The world cares but little for your speech or your 
dress, 
The marks you have made, or your rank In the class, 
'Tis what you do aftel" these brief college days 
That determines your wertb and ments the praise . 
XIV, 
This instruction, this knowledge, is nothlna- at best 
But a foundation where your learning may rest ; 
A support tot vom· building constructed oftboqht, 
Worth more than the palt\ce that millions have 
bought. 
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xv. i With tl fit f ! . C • • 
The worlrl is now" ailing· for such womei, and men. \ . le 1 O IIS coat and the height of his 
And you a~e all wanted to do what you ran. j collar. · · 
,Jo:1r;~e,-_forth then wttli courage, ym:r rllit'e, ne'er I "."'~·ay ?ff in_old ~ew England, on one of 
sdrk, , hei rnck1est lnl!s, shall finallv settle our 
And rnake tlw wor:d bet'.er fur .vour lile :md your 'I brother S C Scott· he -1·11 s · d l · . d • \\'Ol'iC ' . ' ' • . •• : • " 'pen llS a} s 
I tryrn,~ to ,l1g a Ii vmg out from between the 
I stones. And he shall succeed but 
Farf' ;•,:-,l \"'·,,11. Ali"1Ft .If ate,·. ~~•1 1:lfll'f' ,._i1;tl] ,v," n:ed· 
1n the,.,,:,; e ,lcg-r l,::r, ea,-;1 "'!4''r t" ~;e-:: slowly. :--(till will he patiently plod along; 
XVL 
Bue,_.,;,,,,, the r,·ar, ::an, rolieil 1,y and iocb:, t:ir:Jetl and as patiently sharpen the noses of his 
sheep that he may make both ends meet 
when Christmas comes. 
tog- a.r. 
\Ve''l a'.J n1,-'et .-tJ;:1in a: tLc f..11a~ eht~t- day. 
.\. l'HOPHECi'. 
·when tl1e time for tile disbanding of the 
much b~lovell 1Iusquakees drew near, the 
tribe bethought itself of its future,of its 
scattered memlJers, anu of their fates. And 
while truly mourmng the sad but unaYoid-
able parting, they did not forget the future 
as they can never forget the past. And so 
it was llecided in council meeting, that, in 
order that each membef might know what 
to expect of his brother and sister Musqua-
kees, a prophet should be chosen to note 
down and read in open council what the 
fates had in store for each member of the 
tribe. 
Having been avpointed to the noble work, 
the Prophetess of '88, has extracted and ar-
ranged by force of her mighty intellect, the 
decrees of the fates in regard to the .l'.Iusqna-
kees. So attend; and listen to what ·the 
"fair sisters" ltave in store for you, remem-
bering that your Prophet went into no 
trance, lost no tifteen or twenty yeilrs and 
then found herself hunting over the globe 
for the scattertJd 1-Iusquakees; but, ,Yitil true 
prophetic vision, she s_1t herself down, and 
like an open book reafl your futures. 
Verily truth is stranger than fiction. It 
is sometimes hard for man to acknowledge 
himself mistaken m his conclusions; and 
so yon may be surprised to learn that after 
a little school teaching, a little literary work, 
and a good deal of observation and readino-
of books on "Etiquette,'' Anthony .Miller will 
become just what he has always sighed for-
a dandy, a society nian; indeed, he will be 
quite a Beau Brummell. His mind will be 
filled with lists of' soirees, to be attended, 
The old is ever new and the old are some-
times Young. Ever in the future as in the 
past shall that ancient pnn on the name of 
one of our fair sisters be gotten off. If not in 
pleasantry to her, at least of her \\11en her 
back is turned: for she'll alwavs be a maiden 
lady of uncertain age. Keeping a yonng 
ladies boarding school where one of the prin-
cipal things taught will be as it is to day 
general deportment and ladylike manners, 
wllich she learned so well in her Alma mater. 
Mr. Doxsee, whose faith in the ··Milk of 
human kindness," and whose good nature is 
proverbal, will end his days as a misogamist 
a sour, discontented bachelor, liying as far 
from civilization m a little hut with no 
other company tllan a taby cat, whose affect-
ion he does not doubt. And who is to him 
a gentle reminder of the nights at the l. A. 
C. when he joined in the moonlight concerts. 
Earliest impressions are strongest, we are 
told, and so it shall be illustrated in our 
brother Mr. Flynn; who rn spite of his pro-
fession of D. V. M. will return occasionlly 
to his first love the sea. 
The piety so early manifested in your sis-
ter Jessie Frater shall increas8 as the years 
fly by, and she shall become a missionary 
among the Indians of our Wes tern Country. 
Sncce~sful in her chosen work as teacher 
and preacher. Beloved by her Indian 
friends and llappy in their fair and sunny 
land. 
'Tis usless to fight against the decrees of 
the fates, for they will not be deceived; their 
laws shall be fulfilled in good time, So it 
is useless to put yourselves in out of the way 
corners of the lJniverse thinking the fair 
sisters would over look you or lose sight of 
you altogether. No, even Texas is oven to 
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their searching eyes, and G. W. Curtis need farm earning his subsisten.ce by_ scra,tcl,1ing 
not think he can ever cheat the world of his the face of Mother -Earth . .-His fair face 
fore ordained work. Not at all: in the near browned by summer sun, and winter wmd, 
future be shall leave hif! sunny corner, _and his military steps forgotten in running after 
appear before us in all the granduer of a pigs and calves and his stock o:t' Cherorrne 
Novelist. Whose production shall cause his stories still unexhausted. 
fellow 21.Iusqnakees to expand with pride at :Moreover our Prophetic eye sees in the 
the genius and fortune of a brother. still farther future a successful candidate 
Your sister Agatha West shall ever be a for the l'resiJentofthe United States, who 
maiden of uncertain and unattainable age. is 110 other than this same sister Em Reeve, 
Her chief occupation will be gossiping with the only candidate for that office which the 
her lady friends; the rest of her time will be Musq;.;.akees possess, even though most of 
spent in reacting Poetry, and keeping a re- vou have dreamed of it, and "felt in your 
cord of the doings and where abouts of her bones" that you should be that illustrious 
fellow Mnsquakees, pim,on some day, Her literary ability so 
In our brother R. 21.1. Hunter, that bud of prominent to day shall become even more so 
rich promise so watched and guarded by the for she shall spe~d her leisure hours writ-
Musquakees during their soJourn at the I. ing advertisements for St. Jacobs Oil. 
A. C., shall blossom into fullest glory in One of her firmest supporters during tlmt 
the years to come; and the world shall share presidential campaign will be Mamie Me-
the pleasures which his brothers earlier ex- Donald whose voice shall be heard from every 
penenced in listening to his thrilling tones stump in the country, telling the virtue of 
as he sang the simple lays of his childhood's her favored sister and deriding the corrup-
days. Later he sh:ill sing, and the world tions of the opposition. But besides this 
will stand breathless to hear his latest note. our sister Mamie shall spend her days in a 
In a city dressed in the garb of a Sister of law office, doing a thriving business in her 
Charity carrying help and comfort to the native city, noted for her good nature ana 
needv shall our sister Minnie Knapp spend her ability to manipulate a jury. 
her da'ys. Her face will be seamed with Restless as ever, his mind and hands ever 
care, but its patient expression will show changing their work, and his fe~t hurrying, 
that her mind is turned far from the '·Vain over mountain, seas, and plams, to exe-
pomp and glory of this world". So shall cute the uew order, A. G. Andrews shall 
she pass a q1tiet life engrossed in her work of experience the hardships of an Artie Ex-
peace and comfort her happy careless sct10ol pedition; be blown about by the gales, fro-
days but a famt memory crowded into an zen up in the ice, eat bear steak and seal 
unused corner, and over whelmed by the roasts, and return at last, firm m the convic-
sober things of life. tion that the .North pole does not exist, and 
The decrees of the fates are inexplicable that the place where it ought to be cannot 
and oft timeB surprising. Who of you have be reached. He shall traverse the wilds of 
ever thought that after a varied career of Africa in the vain attempt to establish civ-
some years M. J. Riggs would settle down i!ization and religion among the natives. 
to be the center of a little crowd of admir- He shall gather treasures from many lands, 
ers, the master of a dancing school! as and in his old age shall return to his native 
happy and contented in bis new vocation as state to enjoy as b_est he can the fruits of. 
when be was President of the Gymnasium bis travels. _ 
Association. But such shall be his iuevit- Your brother, c. n. Keigley, w~llsoongive. 
able fate; and, as he does in every thmg, he up his early dreams of being a Poet, and fin-, 
.shall shine in his profession. ally conclude that a Poet is not al wars b~rn 
After a few fitful indecisive ye~rs at var- when you think so. But his success_ m life 
ions occupations, "far frt:>ID; ~addmg crowd_" will be sufficient though of a very d1,ffer~mt in the Northwest corner of his beloved.Jo,, a . .,. . . . , 
shall you fl~~ M . .E, Well_s., settled on ~little. kind. He shall become a thnvmg busmess 
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man whose credit will be almost unbounded: 
be shall carefully guard his gold and laurels. 
and live in oppulence and granduer all his 
life. 
As inseperable-as now. shall our sisters 
Slater and Christman, live together on a 
large farm in the center of lovely Utah. 
After their intimate connection at school 
they shall drift widely apart for a time, at-
tempting first one thing and then another, 
but not succeeding very well till finally each 
shall return to her first love, and together 
they will go to farmin.ir; succeeding by rea-
son of putting into practice the precepts of 
their early lite. 
Away off in the South Sea Islands W. D. 
Wells will spend his days a toiling mission-
ary, among howling savages. But conscoius 
of bis duty and of the path the fates have 
marked out for him he shall cheerfully ·and 
pleasantly perform his allotted task. And 
with what success that task is done shall be 
made known to the waiting world through 
reports to bis beloved church in civilized 
lands. Your Prophetess long ago saw what 
the fates bad in store fur Guy Burnham. 
Any who have been long associated with 
him could not fail to see the glorious pro-
mise of a brilliant future for him as a Poet. 
His action, manners, age, habits early showed 
the true bent of his genius. In the future 
his Musquakee brethren shall easily recog-
mze in the careless, dreamy eyed, long hair-
ed individual their old friend and brother. 
Nor shall Guy be the only member of 
your tribe whose soul shall soar to thP. stars 
who shall sing of "the wink of the angel; 
eyes from the blue canopy above," for Bert 
Carson is.a kindred spirit and she shall 
write sonnets to the moon, to spring, to 
autumn to June; in short she sball be the 
ruling genius of a family magazine, and will 
be overrun with letters of commendation 
and congratulation from ner humble readers 
who, "turn to her column the first thing 
·when their new monthly comes and live on 
its contents from one month to another". 
The fates are not always seemingly con-
ti;ary, for the early prayers of A. M. Allen, 
"I would I were an excellent divine that 
bad the Bible at my finger's ends," shall be 
realized, and he shall be a minister, a Bap-
tist minister, sent every few years among 
strangers to lead his little flo(}k from the 
crooked ways of vice and sin to the straight 
but narrow path of virtue and perfect peace. 
After his sermons are done he shall spend 
his time keeping bis followers out of trouble 
and instilling into their benighted minds 
the great need of putting into practice the 
whole of the Ten Commandments. 
Away in the dim recesses of an almost 
forgotten past F. J. Smith, shall bold the 
memory of his early hope of CheD;1icalJame; 
for he too has mistaken his great life work-
the wmk for which he is best suited. He is to 
become a lawyer of some renown; and 
though his knowledge of Blackstone is most 
thorough, his extreme modesty shall keep 
him from rising, as rapidly as others might 
have nsen. Still shall he rise to the glory of 
himself and the pleasure of his brothers and 
sisters. 
Geo. Caven shall fulfill the destiny the 
fates haye in store for him. He shall be 
"The lord of earth, the heir of the plow," 
and the quiet life of the country shall be 
the pleasantest life to him. Up with the 
birds in the morning, singing as blithe as 
they, he shall merrily work all the day, and 
sweetly rest at night saying with the poet: 
"These are the hands whose sturdy labor brings 
The peasant's food the golden pomp t,f king3·•. 
In lovely California amidst the fruits, 
and flowers of perpetual summer shall our 
sister Lottie Estes live a long and happy 
life-surrounded by all that makes life en-
joyable; friends, borne, health, and peace of 
mind. And the memory of her school days 
will ever be to her a token of earlier joys. 
In far off balmy Italy in that land of flow-
ers and sunshine, across the snow capped 
peaks of the lofty .Alps, shall dwell in serene 
and happy mood our brother C. A. Keffer; 
and from his sunny home he will gladden 
bis less fortunate brothers and sisters with 
glowing descnptions of his new country, 
new home and new life. 
Herman Knapp shall be a doctor, a doc-
tor of ruen, and bis success shall be great, for 
be will 1>,elong to the fashionable school, the 
Homeopathic, which is to be so grown io. 
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favor that Similia Similibus Curator shall 
not be so sneered at, nor its advocates light-
ly calle<1 ·•little pill doctors", 
June Colclo was ever an advocate of the 
old is the best;" and this will ever be one 
of her distinguishing traits; she will bold 
tenaceously to the older forms of her child-
hood's days. So in her future will this pe-
culiarity be seen-for she too will be a doc-
tor-but an Alopath. And strong in the 
conviction that she has cho&en the one true 
method-will strugle along from year to year 
to earn her dally bread. 
She will ever be admired for her persis-
tence in her convictions. 
And now that the work of your Prophet is 
done pause a moment and think of the fate 
of your youthful aspirations so fondly 
cherished, so oft dreamed of. 
"Where oh where are the visions of morning, 
Fresh as the dews of our primP, 
Gone like tenants that leave without warning, 
Th.,wn the back entry of time." 
SCIENTIFIC. 
THE LEGAL-TE~DER POWER. 
There is perhaps, no subject within the 
range of Political Science, whic.:h is more dis-
cussed, and less understoo'1 by the masses of 
men than the question of the money of a na-
tion. At the same time there is no subject 
more nearly allied to the individual welfare 
of a people than the quality and quantity of 
the currency circulating among them. ~·'l 
reason must be sought for this disagree-
ment of opinion. The answer is found in 
the multiplied definitions given by econo-
mists and statesmen, each of whom has his 
followers among all classes of people. Many 
of these definitions are absolutely misleading 
and the greater part of them are very far 
from comprehending the functions of money 
or the scope necessary to be covered by the 
discussion. Again, there are not wanting 
public men who through the press and from 
tbe forum teach the people that the ques-
tion of the "money" is too complicated for 
tllem to understand and they should not try to 
fathom its mysteries, but leave that for those 
who have made money a lite study and who 
have made their fortunes by its manipula-
tion. This would be good advice if money 
fluctuations affected only those who control 
its issue and volume, but since it is of vital 
iinportance to all, the advice is demagogi-
cal in the extreme. · Economists also aid in 
repelling the people from investigation by 
expressions tending to impress their minds 
with the mtricacy of the problem. We quote 
from Gregory: •·Money is the puzzle both 
of people an,i economists. Whether as a 
species of property, or as a potential factor in 
modern life, the roles played by money are 
as dazzling and bewildering as the splendid 
and coveted metals of which it is commonly 
made. It is the jumping jack of values; the 
trick card of speculation; the king of the 
market, and the most watched and feared of 
all the factors of trade and business." 
We cannot conceive that there is any ne-
' cessity for this bewildering maze of phrases. 
I Two definitions will place the question on a I firm basis and in readiness for discussion. 
•·Currency" is the commonly accepted me-
dium of exchange. "Money" is that portion 
of the currency that is made legal tender for 
all debts. In the extract quoted from Gre-
gory, "money'' is used in the sense of "cur-
rency;" thus confounding the two; but the 
difference noted above exists and must be 
taken into account m any complete review 
of tte money problem. 
To what extent should the legal tendei' 
power be exercised and what will the full 
use of this power perform towards pro-
ducing steadiness of valuesi' 
In answer to these questions, no mere 
theorizing will suffice; our path must 'be 
lighted by the lamp of experience as well as 
by that of reason. Experience proves con-
clusively that the legal tender power should 
accompany all currency, thus converting it 
into money. Under a system of currency is-
sued by corporations, there is no limit to the 
mischieftney can do by changing the volume 
at will, and thus changing the standard of 
payments, making the unit dear when pay-
ments are heavy, and cheap when loans are 
to be made. Again the issue of the monev 
should be controlled by t\le government, the 
whole people, for the nation )is as capable 
of deciding how mueh money, and of what 
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have been very ha.rd on our agricultural and 
horticultural interests. · Let us now see 1f 
we can find a reason for this: we know that 
ill the last three years there has been a very 
largeimmigratioh tnto Dakota and .Minne--t 
sota, and also for several years previous 
there has been a large immigration to the 
west and southwest, and th(lse settlers have 
broken up a very large area of th vas 
plains and the surface has been exposed to 
the sun, thereby increasing the evaporation 
and making the air drier, so that the north 
and west winds are drier and colder and the 
southwest winds are drier and hotter than 
formerly. The winds coming over these 
vast plams become robbed of what little 
moisture they contained, so that when they 
reach Iowa they are almost perfectly dry, 
and by a well-known physical law heat is 
much more easily radiated in a dry than in 
a moist air, so when these winds prevail the 
changes in temperature are very much more 
extreme, for the day may be an il,ltensely 
warm one and the night an extremely cold 
one, owing to the dry air and consequent 
radiation. 
The people of our state have not studied 
this subject as much as they should, and 
for this reason they have not known where 
to look for the cause of the late failures of 
crops. ,v: do not mean to say that this is 
the only reason why the crops. have been 
poor, but we do mean to say that this is one 
great cause for the recent decrease in the 
productions of the soil. Let us now look and 
see what we can find to remedy this evil. 
We have seen that the effect of trees is to 
keep the atmosphere cooler in the summer ; 
that when a cloud laden with moisture passes 
over such a tract there is a much greater ten-
dency to precipitation than there would be 
if the land was bare and bad become in-
intensely heated by the sun, for in this case 
instead of precipitati11g the cloud would rise 
higher than before and pass over without 
rain. 
But aorne will say it is too expensive. 
Well, it may be somewhat expensive at 
first, and still it is not so much so as ilt often 
tl101tght. TIie State bas offered u exemp-
tion from taxes of $100 on the assessed val-
nation for ten years for every acre of timber 
planted and kept in healthy growing-condi-
tion, providing such rebate does not exceed 
one-half of the total assessed valuation. 
The State Horticultural Society has also 
offered premiums for tht, best groyes of tim-
ber trees. 
Our farmers · in general think that & 
belt of trees along the side of their farms 
will not only take up so much land, but that 
it also shades more than it takes up. This. 
is a wrong conclusion, for the good to be de-
rived from a shelter belt will 1'lore than com-
pensate for the land on which the grove 
stands, thereby leaving the grove a net prof-
it, and this will not be inconsiderable after 
a few years, for when a few years old a grove 
becomes a source of profit within itself be-
sides the comfort to be derived from it. 
Judge Whiting says: "Timber growing is 
no longer an experiment, but with care it is 
a complete success." Also: "It has been 
demonstrated that more can be raised on 
four-fifths of the land if the other one-fifth 
is in shelter belts." 
'.l'his subject of tree planting is about to be 
one of great importance in the near future, 
and one in which the people must take an 
mterest. The U. S. Government has made 
a great mistake in regard to the funds that 
have been accumulating from the sale of 
lands in the Western States. This fund has 
been accumulating for years, until it has 
reached an enormous sum-several millions 
-but instead of using this fund as they 
should have done, viz: in planting trees or 
forests on the same land from which the 
money was received, they have allowed the 
money to be idle, or have used much of it 
in a way that in many cases is worse than 
useless, in trying to improve some of the 
swamps and small creeks in various parts of 
the Union, but mostly in the .East and South. 
instead of putting it back where it came 
from. 
All of our settlers should plant trees for 
sheltet belts. We have a large amount of 
land in the Stat.e that 1hould be exelusivel:, 
planW to &roei, .. for instance tke. aitles of 
ravines and gulley,, tbe 1i~ of bl~s, eaatlt 
tracts, and much of our low lands that are 
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with the treasury notes subsequently issued. [_of the sun and causing a very much increas-
Thedecree of legal tender was made to ap- [ ed evaporation from the soil, and con~e-
ply in full to the .former while only in part ! quently a very much drier and more vana-
to the latter; the tormer remained at par with able climate. 
coin till ali'were withdrawn, while the latter, Our air is to-day very much drier and 
depreciated as low as thirty-eight cents on I more varied in temperature than it was thir-
the dollar. Itis of no use to say. ''It was the I ty years ago, for at that time the luxuriant 
limited amount of Demand Sotes that kept I growth of grass which covered our prairies 
them at par•· for when the law of legal tender; prevented to a large extent the rapid evapo-
is applied to all currency no one will pay a! ration of moisture from the soil; there was 
premium for one kintl or money since all , also at that time a slough in nearly every 
kinds of currency are now ·llioney' in con- I hollow caused by the long grass that had ac-
formity to our definitinn. cumulated for many years hindering the 
Another con,;picuous instance of the su- water that fell on the soil from running off 
preme power of legal tender when properly so rapidly as now, but keeping it on the soil 
used by a resvonsible government (a neces- and giving it off slowly by evaporation, 
sary requisite in all law) is the Bank of therebv rendering the air more moist than 
Venice, whose paper did not draw interest, at pre;ent. But now that these obstructions 
was not convertible into coin, was suppor- are removed the water that falls on the land 
ted only by the law of legal tender; and yet runs off rapidly and does not leave so much 
that Bank continued in business for 400 to be evaporated, modifying the climate very 
years, without a panic or cessation of trade, materially. 
with its paper at 20 per cent premium over There may be as much precipitation as 
the gold coin of Venice, renowned for its measured in inches of rainfall as there was 
fineness. The present generation has not in previous years, but now it comes more at 
seen a genuine attempt to give the law a fair one time, the greater part running off in 
trial, except in the case of the Demand Note, freshets, carrying with it the most valuable 
and it was so successful that its retirement parts of our soils, instead of coming less at 
was procured at the earliest possible moment a time and filtering through the ground 
lest the people should learn the secret of its leaving in the soil as plant food the gases, 
success. etc., that it has absorbed in falling and 
We are forced to conclude that the gov- which is not an inconsiderable am,rnnt. 
ernment should issue a11ct control the vol- In looking back at the older countries we 
ume of currency and make it all money by see that they realize the necessity of pro-
the enactment of a just and equitable legal tecting their forests, and they also appre-
tender act. This as a means for securing the ciate the influence of these forests on the cli-
greatest possible stability in the financial mate of their countries, for all the nations 
affairsofthe nat10n. of continental Europe have passed laws 
~Page30i. 
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making it obligatory on the people to plant 
thirty-three per cent of the land to timber, 
this being found necessary in order to main-
FORESTS AND THEIR INFLGEXCE tain the required conditions for producing 
ON CLIMATE. 
In the treatment of this subject we will 
deal more particularly with the influenc@s 
which are at work to modify the climate of 
Iowa. 
Our climate is very peculiar, and it is get-
ting more so eve1•y year. for by. far the larger 
per cent. of its prairie lands are broken· up, 
thereby exµosing the soil to the direct rays 
the best i"esults from the remainder of the 
land. 
We also see that Rnssia is planting thou-
sands of acres of timber on her vast steppes 
on which it was once supposed nothing 
would grow ; but now it is being planted to 
trees and is in a fair way to become thickly 
populated.. 
, In Iowa we have had three seasons that 
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THE Drake Index J:ias change<'!. (ts: form to 
~at. ~. ~n oi-di11:ary n~w~p~per: , 1-'h~ first 
issue under the new form was full of matter 
banquet given by th& Stieward in the college 
dinmg hall on eommenceineU:t~d.1y,_ 1882, 
pertainimc to their growing and worthy in- Pr~side1;1t :Wright of_tli?.~~r~1 in r~sponse 
stitution, and was marred only by the change to a to3ist., W.6,k. ,~cc~,sipp ~- re~~rk that the 
of form. Our brothers ou1tht not to cem- Board had n11-d. ~n J~~p&tice done them by 
plain if we crit.icise the change. One of the thE: ru~ors_tltat11'r'esid~~t.Welch and others 
greatest objections is the fact that it cannot of• the f~uUy. were -~. ~~- ,!~~oved; that the 
be bound; and students who subscribe for a B_oard had. po su~b a~~1~~ tJn~er contempla-
college journal during the entire course can- tion;· t~at. ~~e J>teside?'.~ b~d been of· incal-
not but wish to preser~ the numbers entire. cula!>l~ ~rvlcti to t!ie_ nistitution; that. they 
in convenient form. We suggest that each felt it an hono~ to t~e college that he s_hould 
one of our·students make such a disposition have been cboseti by the Commissioner of 
of bis .AURORA copies •. They will serve to ~gricultureJor so hnportatit \Vork in Eu-
n,call many events of college life that other.. rope," &c., &c. The. langttagcfotMr. Wright 
wise would be forgptten. and his every reference to· Pre11i~ent Welch 
was · such as plainly shewed that lie. waa 
Tm: action of our Board of Trustees atthe aware that the Presldent,wai in Europe for 
Novc,mber meeting· will probably. be known o,ther reasons· than for rest, and .that the 
by each of our readers long befote.tbis'issue Board, through their. Pre'sident, -sanctioned 
of Tm: AURORA reaches them. In view of his absence. We know not what hidden 
the feeling manifested by the students . a meaning was couched in these honied words 
year.ago with reference to the.then rumored of President Wright that he could after-
ehanges to be made in the faculty. there can wards reveal to make consistent his last 
be no question now as to how the removal move; but we do know that they were taken 
of President Welch has been rer.eived. The by all present, including some of the earliest 
great mass of the students, we doubt not, and strongest friends of the college, as a 
deplore such a loss to the institution, and pledge on the part of the Board that no such 
heartily condemn the Trustees whose votes changes as were feared would be made. But 
did the evil and pernicious work. The reas- it seems that pledges are of no value. Com-
on for such a course on the part of Trustees mendations can be turnec\ into condemna-
Wright, Grattan and Stryker, as published tions so easily and upon such short notice, 
in the Horn£Stead, sounds for the most part that no man can be quite sure which is 
childish and nonsensical, and certainly in- which, nor know when the change of senti-
consistent with the public statements of ment is liable to occur. If the President's 
at least one of these gentlemen who take absence in Europe can be made a reason for 
upon themselves the radical changes of their his removal this year, why was it not ob-
last meeting. 'jected to last year? The attitude of the 
. It is not necessary to recount their reasons majority of the Board toward President 
here, with the exception of one; we quote Welch is incomprehensible, and we cannot 
from the Horn£Stead: "To understand a fur- but express our opinion-an opinion held m 
ther reason it is necessary to state that; in common with a great many others-that it 
the summer of 1882. President Welch sailed is largely due to other causes than are re-
for Europe, for a prolonged absence, assign- ported as having been assigned. 
ing to the Board that he needed rest." But the blow is not alone. at President 
lithe Trustees had the idea that it was Welch. The College sutrers as well. When 
only J10St tor which the President visited from its Faculty men are dropped who have 
Europe, they certainly made some vety national reputations, who have .spent life-
good· guesses :reapecting other reasons, and ~in their work, who are mas~rs in their 
in as plain language as is· possible for men departments, who have ,earnestly atnven t.o 
to use, sanctioned the call that took the build up their departments and make them 
President· away from the college. At the as complete as possible, when such men as 
EDITORIAL. 
too wet for agricultural purposes, and after 
the trees get to be four to six inches in di-
ameter there can be enough taken off each THE~ AURORA. 
year to bring in a handsome profit. --------····----
We would summarize the effects of for- PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY THE 
ests as follows: They produce during a 
summer cooler atmosphere than is to be 1 $CLliERRRY * SOCIETIES$ 
found on the open land, so that when a sat-1· o~· THY-
urated cloud passes over there is a stronger 
tendency toward precioitation_ than if the; Inwa Stata fli;rricultural Cnllaga. !~;::1;~:~r::~~:~~:::,r~~~ ;~~:i:e ;~: I =- ·. ·-- ;~~;~-1~0~t~;~}~}~~ -· .. --·-
eipitation has begun it will continue on the i w. D. WELL"l, 'H:l. Erlitor-iu-: 'hie!. 
open land adjoining. There will not be so i ADI>rn RICE, '8ll. Literary. 
much rain at aUme, but it will come more f C. VINUI,XT. ' 8\~·, -. ,, - H<'lentif\c. 
frequently than now. lt is not claimed for: E~MA A. REE E, H:,. T,u,•111. 
forests that they produce more rainfall, but i BO.\ HV OF DIHECTOB:::i. 
that ther produce a more eve.n distribution ! M. E WELL~, •~II. l'resirlent, _ Phll:n 1111thenu. 
as _regards timl!.than if it were not for them.! MIX NIE KXAPI', ·~. ;-:ecrctar~·. ('liolhm. 
They lessen evaporation, for when a high 111 .1. •:wn~. 'l'il, Tr,·aRmer. Jhchdur. 
Wind comes across the country there is a F. E. l:IALllWL:--. 'i4. Solieitor, ('re~cent. 
muCh greater evaporation than when it is:~~:-------:------~----=--~":=--=-= -- ---· ---~-~---
quiet, and as shelter belts or forests tend to Tg1n,1~. 
break the force of the wind m that degree <~,e Yeur, in 11dn1nc<•, -~Lou 
' . . Smirle t'opy. - - \ 12 do they tend to reduce the evaporat10n. 1 Tin,: AmwRA will t,e forw11nkd to 11!1 suu~cril>Pr• 
They tend to prevent inundations for the , i,ntil ord,:re<_t disrnoti11.,,I n11rt ~II arr,•11r;<ges pair!. 
, , Rook: NotICA$ g-1YPn free n1 ;•11 h,)(1k.~ ... Pnt u~ lff" 
humus of the soil will absorb two or three :<uthors or p·,lllisI,er,. · 
. . . . . . A,•d f""~ all i·t,rnmu,1ictttion.;, t<i 
times its weight of water, aud aftfirit IS sat-, THE At·imH 1, Am;,,, low..\, 
urated 1t gives off water to the ground be-: ._ -.-. :,.c. ·c:_· ___ ........... --=--=--:= -~ 
low, and the roots of trees also act a" drains: \\'11'11 this 111m1l>er T1rn Anw1:.1 changes 
to carry off the water; beside this the dt>ad t ,,- t ti k t ma11ag·emen . P rP m·11 urn s o leaves and branches of the trees falli11g 011 the stnclents. the faculty. to thP l//1rn111i. to 
the ground impedes the water from rnrn1ing 
. ()tll' a(lvi>rtisers am! to our exchangeH. for the 
off so rapidly, and consequently prPvenlH the 1·0Hrteo11H treatment we han· hall at their 
rapid accumulation of watn iu thr mai11 hands. If the columns of THE ~\UIWJL\ 
clianuels. 11. ,, . 
• ha\'t> contained a11ythi11g of merit. onr oli-
ject ha8 been ohtained, a11d wr (lrop'the e!l-
-The Maine ship-yards tumecl out 174: itorial pe11 with satisfa1·tion, For anything 
-vessels during the year, with a tonage of that has seeme1l harsh and bold. \yr havP 1w 
'74,708. apologies to oftrr. \\'r rrgTPt )10thi11g that 
--The stareh-works at Peoria have proved: has been said. , . . , , 
:a bad investment. having lii>en sold to <rt>o., We hespntk for trw 111com1ng Staff and 
F. Harding. of Chicago, under an oriln of the Board_ thr sue?ess they de_serYe. and ~Ja~H the 
~ourt, for :,1;125,ooo. Their origiiJal i·ost waR I work 11_1to_ their hauds with the belief that 
nearly $300,COO. \ they will improve the general appearance of 
, the paper. and do credit to themselve:- anti 
-Arel1h1shop Tache, of l\hmitoha. has i the im1titution under which tlwy labor. W fl 
gone to Ottawa to solicit an annual i:rraut I are snrn our Axchanges will be weicome at 
for the. support of industrial schools awtong 
1
. the l>e~inning of itnother yea'r, and trn:-t the 
the Indians-in the )forthwest Te ritoriei.. list will he as full ,aR en,r. 
· -Nr. \ritl1 this,we.makle:our t1xit. . 
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THE Drake Inilex lias changed its form to 
hat of an ordinary newspaper. The first 
ssue under the new form was full of matter 
>ertainimr to their growing and worthy in-
1titution, and was marred only by the change 
>f form. Our brothers ouitht not to com-
>lain if we criticise the change. One of the 
rreatest objections is the fact that it cannot 
>0 bound; and students who subscribe for a 
iollege journal during the entire course can-
1ot but wish to preserve the numbers entire 
n convenient form. We suggest that each 
me of our students make such a disposition 
>f his AURORA copies. They will serve to 
·ecall many events of college life that other-
~ise would be forgotten. 
THE action of our Board of Trustees at the 
~ovember meeting will probably be known 
>Y each of our readers long before this issue 
>f THE AURORA reaches them. In view of 
he feeling manifested by the students a 
rear ago with reference to the then rumored 
:hanges to be made in the faculty, there can 
>e no question now as to how the removal 
if President Welch has beenreP-eived. The 
rreat mass of the students, we doubt not, 
leplore such a loss to the institution, and 
1eartily condemn the Trustees whose votes 
lid the evil and pernicious work. The reas-
m for such a course on the part of Tmstees 
~right, Grattan and Stryker, as published 
n the Hornestead, sounds for the most part 
ihildish and nonsensical, and certainly in-
ionsistent with the public statements of 
Lt least one of these gentlemen who take 
1pon themselves the radical changes of their 
ast meeting. 
It is not necessary to recount their reasons 
1ere, with the exception of one ; we quote 
'rom the Homestead: " To understand a fur-
;her reason it is necessary to state that in 
;he summer of 1ss2· President Welch sailed 
:or Europe, for a prolonged absence, assign-
ng to the Board that he needed rest." 
[f the Trustees had the idea that it was 
mly rest tor which the President visited 
Blurope, they certainly made some very 
rood guesses respecting other reasons, and 
n as plain language as is · possible for men 
;o use, sanctioned th• call that took the 
President away from the college. At the 
banquet given by the Steward in the college 
dining hall on commencement d,1y, 1882, 
President Wright of the Board, in response 
to a toast, took occasion to remark that the 
Board had had an injustice done them by 
the rumors that President Welch and others 
of the faculty were to be removed; that the 
Board had no such action under contempla-
tion; that the President had been of incal-
culable service to the institution; that they 
felt it an honor to the college that he should 
have been chosen by the Commissioner of 
Agriculture for so important work in Eu-
rope," &c., &c. The language·of .Mr. Wright 
and his every reference to President Welch 
was such as plainly showed that ne wae 
aware that the President wa§ in Europe for 
other reasons than for rest, and that the 
Board, through their President, sanctioned 
his absence. We know not what hidden 
meaning was couched in these honied words 
of President Wright that he could after-
wards reveal to make consistent his last 
move; but we do know that they were taken 
by all present,including some of the earliest 
and strongest friends of the college, as a 
pledge on the part of the Board that no such 
changes as were feared would be made. But 
it seems that pledges are of no value. Com-
mendations can be turned into condemna-
tions so easily and upon such short notice, 
that no man can be quite sure which is 
which, nor know when the change of senti-
ment is liable to occur. If the President's 
absence in Europe can be made a reason for 
his removal this year, why was it not ob-
jected to last year? The attitude of the 
majority of the Board toward President 
Welch is incomprehensible, and we cannot 
but express our opinion-an opinion held m 
common with a great many others-that it 
is largely due to other causes than are re-
ported as having been assigned. 
But the blow is not alone at President 
Welch. The College su:lfers as well. When 
from its Faculty men are dropped who have 
national reputations, who have spent life-
tim811 in their work, who are masters in their 
departments, who have earnestly striven to 
build up their departments and make them 
as complete as possible, when such mt>n as 
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these can have no claim to position and 
preference above those who are not known, 
or if known have lesser strength and fit-
ness and experience, there is no certainty 
that an institution will long exist that s.hall 
command respect and attract other than a 
curious, prying attention. Within the past 
year the institution has lost President 
Welch, Gen. Geddes, Prof. Beal and Prof. 
Macomber-a quartette of as able men, of 
as competent and thorough instructors and 
executives as can be found in any College in 
the land. Three have been dropped, and 
the other resigns, with the idea in his mind 
undoubtedly, that he is not safe and inde-
pendent so long as his position is hanging 
on the individual prejudices of three men, 
regardless of any true merit he may possess 
or of any valuable services he may have 
rendered. A sense of insecurity like th's 
naturally weakens any Faculty; and in so 
much as men in that uncertain frame of 
mind do not look much beyond the year's 
duties, it lessens the effectiveness of their 
labors and lowers the standard of the in 
titution. But there is another injury to 
the institution from this condition of affairs. 
Already the press of the State is urging 
the necessity of small appropriations to the 
College by the next General Assembly, as 
one of the most effective means of opening 
the eyes of its management and checking 
its rapidly spreadiug influence. Such a feel-
ing on the part of the practical business 
men of the State if allowed to develop will 
strengthen into a prejudice many times 
more offensive and detrimental than that 
which the institution has fought ever since 
its organization. The character of our 
course of study and of the nature of the 
branches pursued have nearly always been 
misunderstood and often misrepresented. 
The College has suffered much from this 
fact; and the discussion of the last action of 
our Board through the papers of the State 
will not tend to correct this ignorance or to 
remove the prejudice that prompts these 
misrepresentations. Upon the alumi 
there now devolves a duty that cannot be 
neglected. When the two hundred gradu-
ates have some recognition they should be 
satisfied and not sooner. Many of them are 
occupying positions of high trust, and all 
of them are doing for the College the fun-
damental work upon which the success of 
any institution depends. At the meeting of 
the Alumni Association in .June, it was de-
termined to present the name of Hon . .John 
L. Stevens ('72) for Trustee. Within the 
last two weeks we understand Mr. Stevens 
has declined to allow the use of his name. 
There· must some one be put in his place, 
and we know of no one who would be more 
likely to win or be more fitted for the posi-
tion than .J. K. Macomber ('72). His long 
connection with the College, his standing 
as a man, his business capacity, his stem 
integrity, his firm convictions, all conspire 
to make him pre-eminently fitted to assume 
the responsibilities of such a· position; and 
we doubt not he would receive the support 
of every alumnus. THE AURORA would be 
glad to see the names of Gov. Kirkwood and 
Mr. Macomber presented to the Legislature 
this winter by the friends of the Colle~e and 
their appointment urged. 
There is much unjust criticism of Prof. 
Knapp being indulged in just now, that 
would be better unmade. We do not · be-
lieve him to be in any way responsible for 
the action of the Board, and think the most 
politic way would be to not interfere, and 
to let him prove his ability or inability to 
discharge the duties of his new office in a 
satisfactory manner and for the good of the 
institution. 
Too much cannot be said m praise of Mr. 
Willard and of .Mr. Kirkwood for their en-
de:.tvors to retain President Welch, and to 
work for the upbuilding of the institution 
in every possible way. 
There may be those who will object to 
these plain words from a journal in the 
hands of students-those generally counted 
a.5 being incompetent to rightly judge of the 
actions of public men. It is all very well; 
th(ly may object if they wish. 'l'here has 
beel). nothing said in these columns but the 
truth, and no one ought to be afraid of 
truth. We believe. we utter the sentiment 
of the ~reat mass of the alumni and students 
and have done an injury or injustice to no 
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me. With this, we can only look forward organizations. We do not question the mo-
;o the time when that sentiment shall be so tives they had in joining, nor do we charge 
:espected that men of broad views and lib- them with having supported in its early life 
~ral education shall be entrusted with the what was detrimental to the best interests of 
mered charge of so noble an institution as the College and its students. As nearly as 
Jllr own. ________ we can ascertain the societies attracted but 
little general attention till the year 1880. 
THE prosperous condition in which THE At that time much opposition to their work-
t\.URORA will be left financially after ings was manifested. This opposition has 
;ltis year's books are closed, is due al- shown itself at many times and in many 
nost entirely the business capacity and un- ways since then. Much has been done by 
;iring- energy of the Treasurer, Mr. M. J. both parties that had better have been left 
Riggs. We have received several letters undone; we can not deny but that both sides 
:rom the business managers of exchanges of this vexing question have ri~hts that 
.nquiring into our condition, and asking should be respected....:.that both sides have 
rnw··we have filled our pages so full of pay- honest supporters and liberal advocates. 
ng ·advertisements. The credit is all due [ Among the members of these societies we 
Mr. Rigil,'s; and in him We believe THE Au-1· number personal friends whose virtues we 
ltORA has had its most faithful and efficient hold in high esteem: But in spite of all 
;reasurer since its publication; and this de- these things, the societies themselves are an 
;racts nothmg from the merits of others. evil that ought to be rooted out of the Col-
)ur association with Mr. Riggs has been lege. 
me of the most pleasant features of our In the first place they exist against law 
.vm'k for this journal. and we are sure he and without license. This very fact ought 
,vill carry with him into the world those ele- to condemn them. They foster the idea 
nents that have made him so snccessful in that College rules are without dignity and 
whatever he undertook during his college unworthy respect. 'l'hey have a tendency 
:our~e. ______ ____ __ _____ I toward the feeling that violation of law will 
--- --· - - - be overlooked, especially when such viola-
Co:ss11>1mAnLE comment has react1ed us tion is by a band of students instead of an 
.1pon the article in our last issue with refer- individual. Their existence and operation 
~nee to the secret societies of our institu- have the effect of crf)ating a clannish aris-
tion. This we do not wii,h t\l avoid, and are tocracy, self-made, shallow and false. Per-
1uife well satisfied if the attention of the sonal enmities are engendered, and old-
rtnthnrities and the students is directed in time friendships endangered and even bro-
such a manner as -"·ill cause actfon respec- I ken. Foolish sentipients take possession 
ting these growing evils in our institution. of their adherents, and cause puerile estim-
Our "Local," as one of our subscnbers ates of men and actions that work ruin to 
wrote, ·certainly "spilled some pretty bad purpose and energy. Brotherhood and sis-
iuk." She wrote to snit herself, and uttered terhood are apt to be considered of more 
many plain though unpleasant truths. \Ve importance in comparing men aud women 
rl,u1ot eare to discuss the relatwn such or- than qualities or merit. The literary socie-
ganizations bear to the large number of non- ties are too apt to be made the scene of con-
l'lassical schools m which they are being flict between these false notions and the 
t'ol!ltered. We have not space or ability for natural protest against them. The fratern-
such a discussion. But we do wish to say ity feeling is too often the basis of support 
to our every reader that the secret societies for i.ociety or class honors, without refer-
,if ti1e Iowa Agricultural College are unmit- ence to those truer consideratiops that 
igated · ilvils. We cM' not but respect the -should control. 
large nt1mber of men and women who have Is thig not enough t~ say of th~se organi-
gdne out of the College, members of tl1ese izations to condemn them;; What use is 
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there of multiplying words! The Faculty 
or the Board have passed too lightly 01'"er 
the fact of their existence. Either they 
should be recogni~ed or prohibited. In the 
former case, orgamzed opposition among 
students would be effective. In the latter 
case the authonty of the College manage-
ment would certainly produce a satisfactory 
result. It does not speak well for the insti-
tution that such bodies exist, operate and 
flourish in spite of law, and m face of the 
fact that their presence is definitely known. 
It is to be hoped that the students will urge 
this matter so persistently and so strongly 
that the authorities will be brought to rec-
ognize the evils of the fraternities, and be 
persuaded to show their cour-ige in ridding 
the institution of those influences whose 
tendencies are to work such havoc among 
students and classes. 
LOCALS. 
-Professor Wynn delivered the Bacca-
laureate sermon this year. He took "Work 
and Worth" as his subject and preached a 
sermon which every one pronounced to be 
one of the best. 
-The Baccalaureate trot was participated 
in by about twenty-five couples this year; 
and although the day was very windy they 
all raced around the circle and had a very 
jolly time. 
-President Welch, after much urging 
gave the students a talk on his travels. on' 
the evening of Octobor 20. He took for bis 
subject ''Incidents of Travel and Thirteen 
Days in Germany." His lecture was verv 
interesting, as all his lectures are, and every-
one enjoyed it very much. 
-The members of the Board made their 
appearance as usual this year and had the 
unuterable pleasure of spending about eight 
hours listening to theses. 
-The "Bachelors" and ··Clios" bad a 
-Hurrah! joint session of their societies on the even-
ing of the 3rd. They had a very enjoyable 
-One more year gone! evening. 
-What lovely weather! -Commencement week was one of the 
-Goodbye, class '83! most pleasant we have ever had. Every-
-Good-morning, class '84! thing was a success. 
-Coming and going! Such is life! -The Crescent Society has been having 
-Winter is stalking right along. a very warm time this fall. It refused to 
graduate one of its Senior members on ac• 
-In spite of all the gloomy predictions count of his not being a literary man. This 
concerning commencement weather, com- angered his classmates so that the remaining 
mencement day was a very pleasant day, Senior members, with one exception, refus-
but class day was so windy that the audi- ed to graduate from the society. 
ence was small. 
-The composition class had an oratorical -The Junior class decorated the chapel 
contest for its final meeting. Ten of the this fall and tney did it Well. 'l'he decora-
members delivered orations all of which tions were among the nicest that we have 
were very good, and showed that the Fresh- ever seen. 'l'he mottoes of the classes were 
man clas:s contains many good literary also put up very artisticallv, and the chap-
el looked wonderfully nice: workers. The decision of the judges was 
in favor of Mr. Mccaul, as was also the de- -The College procured Dr. Thomas to 
cis10n of the audience. lecture before the Board on the last evening 
of commencement week. He spoke on the 
-As usual a banquet was served in the subject, ''A Successful Life.'' His lecture 
dining hall on the afternoon of commence- was grand. One great cause of his power 
rnent day. The turkeys and good things over audiences lies in bis use of plain, sim-
ple language. It would be a good thing for 
were quickly devoured by the hungry stud- our oratorical aspirants to remember that 
ents, but we did not have any toasts which our most world-renowned orators use the 
usually make this repast so pleasant. · cleareRt language anrl the simple.Rt figure11. 
---· - .. __ . -· . __ ··-•--'-'-~------'---'--'",-.,_.,__ __________ _ 
-Just think of the innumerable dingy 
schoolrooms that will soon resound with the 
voices of college students. Just think of 
the sufferings young America is doomed to 
undergo. 
-The graduation of the Senior members 
of the Societies took place, as usual, in the 
chapel the last Saturday evening in the 
term. R. 1<~. Jordan, of class '77, was the 
alumnus speaker for the Bachelors; Sam 
McGavern, for the Philomatheans; Dora 
Sayles Osborn, for the Cliolians, and W. s. 
Summers, for the Crescents. The' exercises 
were all very good and the nine Bachelor 
graduates presented their society with a 
note for twenty-five dollars each, which is 
to aid in the building of a society hall. 
. -The oratorical contest was very inter-
esting this year. There were only six con-
testants; Messrs. Hibbs and Champion from 
the Bachelor Society; Mr. Bevmgton and 
Miss Henderson from the Philomathean; 
·Mr:. McHenry from the Crescent, and Miss 
W.ilson. from the Cliolian. The orations 
ware all vesy good. Mr. McHenry was 
judged to be best and Mr. Cbampion·second. 
· ·-The beautiful, sunny summer days have 
passed away and mellow autumn bas come 
unconsciously on and is as unconsciouslv 
taking her leave; we find ourselves in a land 
adorned with nature's beauties, and the 
nch autumnal forests reveal a grand and 
ghanging scene of ·varied hues. Nature 
blushes under the cold caresses of the north 
wind which tells of approachmg winter of 
sleigh rides, dismal schoolrooms, lusci~us 
repas~s and of red and swollen ears. Our 
term of school has now drawn to a close. 
The grapevines, lately so heavily laden with 
juicy, purple fruit are now bare and leafless. 
'l'he delicate petals of the flowers have fal-
len, one by one, to the earth and the parent 
stalk is withering, slowly withering, and 
soon Dame Nature will lose all her beauti-
ful verdure and the world will seem lone 
and desolate. But you have all experienced 
a.lovely summer; you have all had luxuriant 
crops; you have all enjoyed the glorious 
we~ther, the warm sunshin} days, nature's 
chmcest blessing; you have all·had good 
health. excepting the few that haven't, and 
they may truly reJ01ce that they are still 
living; in fact, this is a glorious world to 
live in and now is the grawtest time in the 
year for all delinquents to pay up for the 
AURORA, that best of all papers, unequaled 
in ages past or present; a blessing that but 
few are able to appreciate in its full worth; a 
paper which has made one of the grandest 
revolutions known in modern thought; a 
paper that keeps right up with the times of 
the previous month and stands on a free and 
liberal platform. If those who have been 
eagerly devouring the precious morsels from 
this choicest of periodicals, without having 
paid for these divine blessings, will send 
only a dollar, such a little thing, to the Treas-
urer, it will deprive that offic1ary of the op-
portunity, which he very much desires, of 
sending them some of his good advice, free. 
Our Treasurer is a very good writer, but as 
bis letters might not be very interestmg and 
as he might become a burdensome corres-
pondent, we would advise every one to im-
mediately senll to him the small pecumary 
fragment which is his due. His address 1s 
Redfield, Dallas Co., Iowa. 
-It is with tears in my eyes and a pencil 
just one centimeter long in my fist that I 
write my last local. Ahl my reader, your 
happiness at reading my last local cannot 
exceed mine at writing it. We are both 
happy. My happiness is unspeakable and 
yours unutterable. In this we have at last 
found one thing in which we agrne. I de-
liver my pen over into better, stronger ar:d 
more efficient hands. May your next local 
editor have time to do you justice .. May he 
be a better hand to pick up news. May he 
pursne a more "megium course.'' .May. be 
be a person who makes no enemies. May be 
not be so outspoken that he will be met on 
every corner by angry janitors and enraged 
students. May he not be pestered by fault-
finding letters and returned photographs 
May he sail smoothly along and have a peace: 
ful !oad to tread. My friends, pray for him, 
for 1f any one needs prayers it is a local edi-
tor; . and pray for me, poor guilty me, who 
received_ about two-hundred daily curses, 
but luckily they are from afar off now. But 
really I couldn't help writing as I have 
written, it was my nature; but I do truly re~ 
gret that I have not had time to have the 
local columns written up in better stvle. 
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-Professor Bessey gave the Senior class a 
party on the evening of the 3rd. The Seniors 
spent a very pleasant evening and heartily 
partook of the retreshments which were 
very delicious. They all considered it one 
of the most enjoyable occasions in their 
college course. 
-Class '83 is very proud of its numbers 
as it graduated two more than its predeces-
sors. It numbered twenty-eight, twelve of 
whom were ladies. The greatest number of 
ladies that ever graduated in one class before 
is eight; so "Our Class" claims to be a re-
markable class. 
-On the evening of Dr. Thomas' lecture, 
there were a number of young and sickly, 
very.sickly couples, who took seats m various 
parts of the chapel,and,disturbed every one 
within about twenty feet of them with their 
noise. 'l'he nature of the malady was such 
that the mmds of the patients were affected 
with the impr0ssion that their own flat, in-
sipid conversation would be more interest-
ing to the persons they accompanied to 
the lecture of Dr. Thomas could be. Their 
remarks were very interesting from a meta-
phorical point of view, as being the most 
microscopical remarks that ever pro0eeded 
from the lips of a person that had any brains 
at all. Indeed, bad we had time, we would 
have been delighted to spend hours studying 
PERSONAL.. 
-C. Vincent takes the chair lately occu-
pied by Prof. Lyons in the "Shenandoah 
Business College and Normal Institute.". 
He has charge of Book-keeping Actual 
Business, and M<t.thematics. ' 
-Prof. A. H. Porter-ex Prof. of C. E. in 
the I. A. C., is Chief Engineer of the King 
Bridge Co., in Cleveland, Ohio. 
--Mr. Alexander and his mother spent 
several days at the College during com-
mencement week. 
-Miss Luna Farwell has been spending a 
few days with her friends at the Collel{e. 
-Prof. Meade, of the Agricultural College 
?f Colorado, has been at the College study-
mg a few weeks and received the degree of 
Bachelor of Civil Engineering. 
-Mr. Culver, of class '83, was at the Col-
lege Tuesday and Wednesday. He is now 
a married man and a clerk for a hardware 
firm in Missoun Valley. 
--Mr. Clarkson, sr., of the St,ate Register 
was at Ames during commencement week'. 
-Miss Anna Nichols is rapidly recovering 
from her sickness. 
-Charley Young and his mother came to 
see Mabel graduate. 
these remarkable dialogues that were taking -M. A. Hatch, of class '83, is a photogra-
place; but as we wished to hear Dr. Thom- pher in Michigan. 
-Mr. Scoonover is living on a farm, near. 
a small town north of Des Moines. 
Mr. Williams, formerly of class '83, spent 
a few days at the College during commence-
ment week. He has been at home working 
at horticulture. 
as, they annoyed us very much. Now, it 
seems to us that when persons get to that 
stage where they think their coHversation is 
more valuable to the listener than the lect-
ure of a man like Dr. Thomas, they ought 
to keep their sweethearts out in some dark 
corner and whisper to them and not attend 
the lecture, which is, of course, a thing of -Miss Lizzie Keigley has returned .fro~ 
minor importance. her eastern trip. She has entirely recovered 
-The Sophomore class paid the doctor- her health and expects to teach the school 
bill of Mr.Bowie, the young man who had near_her home this winter. Instead of. re-
his collar bone broken while playing ball. tnrnmg to Ames, she is thinking of gomg .-
This was truly a generous act on the part of I to Cincinnati, next year to study music. We 
the class. This shows what friendly class 'i hope that her hea~th will c?ntinue good, so 
sympathy will do. We are proud of the. that she may reallze her wishes. . 
class, which claims to be the most harmoni- 1 '82. Cards are out for the marriage.of Mr. 
ous class in the institution, the one hav.ing ! W. U. White to I:,ottie Gilbert the 3ist of 
thP truPst friendship hetwe1m its membns. DecembPr. 
100 L00..4..LS. 
--Harry Wise is at Council Bluffs very 
sick with the consumption. 
-Mrs. Phe Brackin Howard was back to 
see her class graduate. She is mistress of a 
_happy borne in Sigourney. 
-Miss Laura Conable is teaching in the 
schools at Blue Rapids, Kansas. 
--Miss Sparks is at an academy in Ill., 
where she is studying art and music. 
-Mr. Wier has recovered so that he came 
back to the Ccllege, but he found that his 
strena-th was not sufficient for hirn to stay 
during cornrnencernent exercises, so he 
made only a short visit with his schoolmates. 
-R. Perkins is in the employ of a grocery 
firm at Ames. 
--Eugene Keigley and Prof. Leo of Cedar 
Rapids came to commencement and sang a 
couple of very nice songs, on the evening of 
Dr. Thomas' lecture. 
-Miss McMeekin, of Des Moines and 
Miss Frisbie, of Grmnell, were at the Col-
lege during commencement and favored us 
with some very nice piano and violin music. 
ALUMNI. 
'82. O. C. Peterson left his law studies at 
Des Moines long enough to come up and 
get his post graduate degree in Philosophy 
when the '83s received their sheepskins. 
'72. Prof. J. K. Macomber is going to 
leave the position he now occupies and be-
gin work in the field ot law. Everyone 
regrets to see a professor leave, who 1s so 
universally liked as Prof . .Macomber is, for 
it will be exceedingly hard work for the 
Board to procure another person. for his 
place, who will be his equal. 
'83. Chas. H. Flynn, D. V. M.,has locat-
ed at Decorah, Ia. Dr. Flynn is sure to 
win success if patient endeavor will help. 
'83. The friends of Lottie L. Estes will 
be glad to learn that she is much stronger 
than when she left the College, and is in a 
tair way to recover her wonted health and 
spirits. 
'79. J. D. Shearer is reading law at Min-
neappolis, Minn. 
'78. E.G. Tyler does a general abstract 
and conveyancmg business at Logan, Ia. 
'76-'78. A. E., and M. M. Hitchcock are 
doing a thriving law and real-estate business 
llt M1tcbell, D. T. 
'81. J. S. Dewell and J. D. McGavren 
have conslidated, and are to be known in 
future as '"Dewell & McGavern, Attorneys 
at Law, Missouri Valley, la. 
'81. W. C. Armstrong is Chief Engineer 
of the Des Moines, Creston & Kansas City 
Railway, with 
'81. W. C. McElroy and F. E. Colby as 
assistants-headquarters at Creston. 
'81. E. C. Fortner has resumed his studies 
at Chicago. 
'82. Lizzie Pewett is assistant in the pub-
lic schools of Red Oak. 
'82. W. W. Wheeler has charge of "John 
H. Queal & Co. 's" lumber yard at Hawarden 
fu~. • 
'_76. A. M. Blodgett is president of a 
bridge company at Kansas City, Mo. 
'80. G. E. Reed spt1nt several days at the 
College during the last days of the term. 
'82. Geo. Catt was at the College during 
commencement. 
'81. T. W. Shearer has been taking a post 
graduate course in chemistry and received 
his diploma with class '83. 
'76. Mrs Winnie Shaw has been home on 
a visit for several weeks. 
'81. W. 0. McElroy spent a few days at 
the College during the latter part of the 
term. 
'82. J.B. Marsh is at Ames. He is em-
ployed in the construction of a bridge near 
that place. 
'80. Will W el<ih has ~een taking a post 
graduate course m vetermary and received 
his degree this fall. 
'82. Della Neal went to Lawrence Kan-
sas, a few weeks ago. She expects to ;emam 
there and write in her uncle's law office. 
'80. R. M. Nicholson was at the College 
the last two days of the term. He is now 
located at Early, Ia. 
'72. Henry L. Page is in Boone county 
farming a half-section of land. 
'75. E. P. Cadwell is practicing law in 
Council Bluffs, Ia. 
'75. A. P. Chamberlain is practicing law 
in East Des Moines. 
'72. W. _C. Hay~ard, formerly of the 
H~ncock Siyna_l, will remove to Brainard, 
Mmn., and go mto the banking business. 
'82. J. A. Blain died m Texas of typhoid 
fever and was buried m Polk City on the 
17th inst. This news is both sudden and 
sad and all will remember John Blain with 
the utmost kindness. 
'77. G. I. Miller still retains the princi-
palsbip of the Audubon schools. 
